
A favorite among Canadian physiotherapists, this extremely strong and 
rigid 3-section treatment table incorporates both an adjustable 
backrest and a drop end head section. It is designed to accommodate a 
wide range of manual therapy and patient examination procedures. 
With almost vertical movement during height adjustments, this hi-lo has 
anti-bacterial upholstery, anti-trap designed gas struts, a breathing hole, 
and either an electric control foot pedal (2nd pedal optional) or an 
electric perimeter foot bar. It is engineered for stability – i.e withstands up 

to 200lbs on the head section alone, without failure and without 
tipping. It supports a working load of 240kg (528 lbs) and measures 
76" long x 28" wide x 18-37" high.

V-335  3-Section, 90° Drop End with Electric Perimeter Foot Switch
V-330  3-Section, 90° Drop End, Electric with Foot Pedal

Height Range 48cm - 101cm
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Seers 3-Section Mobilization Table with 90o Drop End

V-335
3-Section, 90° 
Drop End with 

Electric Perimeter 
Foot Switch

V-330
3-Section, 

90° Drop End
with Foot Pedal 

Accessible Anti-
Bacterial

Weight
Capacity

528

Freight
Required

For a limited time, receive a Mobilization Table 
Package valued at $220 with the purchase of 
select Seers Medical Tables. 
(V-330, V-335, V-333, V-350, V-355, V-500 & V-505)

 
Package includes:
A  Free Black 25’’ x 6’’ Bolster (OC-026662-BK)
B  Free Certainty Wipes Cannister (OC-4601)
C  Free Pneumatic Stool (OC-3183)

Free
Mobilization Table Package* 
valued at $220

*Free Mobilization Table Package

A B C

WWW.ORTHOCANADA.COM        1-800-561-0310 

https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-3-section-mobilization-table-with-90-drop-end
https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-3-section-mobilization-table-with-90-drop-end


Seers Sterling 3-Section Entry Level Table 

A best seller among Canadian hospitals and clinics, the Sterling 
3-section treatment table is appreciated for its simple engineer-
ing. It provides an adjustable backrest to support the patient in 
a sitting position while being treated or examined. It comes with 
anti-bacterial upholstery, anti-trap designed gas struts and a 
breathing hole. It supports a working load of 200kg (440 lbs) 
and is available in standard colors only. 76" long x 28" 
wide x 18-39" high.
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V-333  Sterling 3-Section Electric with Foot Pedal  

Accessible Anti-
Bacterial

Weight
Capacity

440

Freight
Required

WWW.ORTHOCANADA.COM        1-800-561-0310 

Free
Mobilization Table Package* 
valued at $220
* See p55 for package details

For a limited time, receive a Mobilization Table 
Package valued at $220 with the purchase of 
select Seers Medical Tables. 
(V-330, V-335, V-333, V-350, V-355, V-500 & V-505)

 
Package includes:
A  Free Black 25’’ x 6’’ Bolster (OC-026662-BK)
B  Free Certainty Wipes Cannister (OC-4601)
C  Free Pneumatic Stool (OC-3183)

*Free Mobilization Table Package

A B C

https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-sterling-3-section-entry-level-table
https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-sterling-3-section-entry-level-table


Seers 3-Section Classic Mobilization Table 
(Akron Continental equivalent)

The Seers 3-Section classic mobilization treatment table is equivalent to 
Akron’s original Continental treatment table 2232B. It features a strong 
and rigid frame and incorporates an adjustable angle backrest and a 
one-hand adjustable head section suitable for a wide range of manual 
therapy techniques and various patient examination procedures. With 
almost vertical movement during height adjustments, this hi-lo has 
anti-bacterial upholstery, anti-trap designed gas struts, a breathing hole, 
and either an electric control foot pedal (2nd pedal optional) or an electric 
perimeter foot switch. It supports a working load of 240kg (528 lbs).

V-350  76” x 28” x 18-38” 
 3-Section Classic, Electric with Foot Pedal

V-355  76” x 28” x 18-38” 
 3-Section Classic, Electric with Perimeter Foot Switch

Seers 5-Section Mobilization Table

This extremely strong and rigid 5-section treatment table is a classic. It 
incorporates an adjustable backrest, a 25° drop end head section with a 
breathing hole, and two adjustable arm rests. It is designed to accomodate 
a wide range of manual therapy and patient examination procedures. With 
almost vertical movement during height adjustments, this hi-lo has 
anti-bacterial upholstery, anti-trap designed gas struts and either an 
electric control foot pedal (2nd pedal optional) or an electric perimeter 
foot switch. It supports a working load of 240kg (528 lbs).

V-500  76" x 27.5" x 18-38.5" 
 5-section, Electric with Foot Pedal

V-505  76" x 27.5" x 18-38.5" 
 5-Section, Electric with Perimeter Foot Switch

Free
Mobilization Table Package* 
is also available on the following tables

Tammy Boucher, BScPT
tammy.boucher@orthocanada.com
1.800.561.0310 x 1700

Razi Khaddage, B. ENG
razi.khaddage@orthocanada.com
1.800.561.0310 x 1704

Dany Lafontaine
dany.lafontaine@orthocanada.com
1.800.561.0310 x1720

Contact us for details or a quote!

https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-3-section-table-akron-continental
https://www.orthocanada.com/en/seers-medical-5-section-table

